Perseverance
Head West Young Man
Cubmaster Section
PERSEVERANCE
Sticking with something and not giving up, even if it is difficult. Cub Scouts will discover that they need to try
and try again to master a skill such as knot tying. As they work hard for advancement, they will recognize in
themselves and in others the quality of perseverance.
Make a Character Connection With Any Activity Cub Scout Leader Book
Values can easily be connected to Scouting activities using a three-step method:
plan it, do it, review it.
Plan it.
Before the activity, gather the group and have a short discussion. Planning the
Character Connection takes only a couple of minutes. Highlight one or two
values that the boys can learn by doing this activity.
· How will they need to cooperate?
How did you do on your first try? [referring to the Bean
· How will the need to show a positive attitude?
Do it.
Game] Did you get better at it as you tried a few more
times? Did you persevere? What does it mean to persevere? During the activity, highlight both positive and negative experiences as teachable
moments. Some teachable moments must be captured as they happen because the
Was it hard to persevere? How did it feel when the beans
impact is lost if discussed at a later time. Others can be emphasized effectively
didn't stay on your hand? How did it feel when you could
during the review at the end of the activity. Be sure to make mental or written
notes of these opportunities.
keep more beans on your hand? Can you say that you
Review it.
persevere at things? How will you persevere on things at
After the activity, gather the group together and have a discussion involving all
home this week?
members. Celebrate positive examples of where the values were demonstrated in
the activity and highlight areas for improvement.
· What part of the value does the group need to practice?
See Fun for the Family, No. 33012, for family activities
· What did the group learn about using the value?
related to this month's Core Value, perseverance.
· Discuss the experience and determine ways the value could be used at home, at
school, etc.

Character Connection:
Perseverance

TRAINING
Local Council Activities and Awards
Activities for the boys and families might include day camp, resident camp, family camp, Scout fair, Tiger Cub fun day,
Cub Scout activity day, Webelos Scout day, cycling event, district pinewood derby, and more. Council Activity patches
include: America, My Home; Hometown Discovery; Historical and Pioneer Walk; Fort Douglas Patriotic Walk; Physical
Fitness Award; Museum of Natural History Walk; Wheeler Historic Farm; Cub Zoo Trail; Benson Gristmill; Family
Camping; International Activity Patch; Kennecott's Bingham Canyon Mine Tour Patch; Utah Fire Fighters Museum and
Memorial; Emergency Preparedness Award; William T. Hornaday Unit Award; This is the Place Heritage Park; Utah State
Fair Patch; GSLC Outdoor Ethics; Cub Scout World Conservation Award; Crime Prevention Award; Conservation Garden
Park; Cub Scouting's Leave No Trace; Ability Awareness; U of U Physics Lab; U of U Observatory; Conservation Good
Turn Patch; and Outdoor Activity Patch.
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PRE-OPENERS (GATHERING ACTIVITIES)
Find Your Color
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Materials: Paper cups, pony beads in various colors. Make sure they include the colors on the name tags. You may
choose to include extra colors as well. In place of pony beads, any colored objects such as pieces of craft foam or colored
paper may be used.
Preparation: With colored markers, add a dot on one corner of each name tag. Choose five to seven colors.
Before handing out name tags to the people as they arrive, ask each person to put a handful of beads into a cup. Hand out
a name tag and tell each person to go around the room and trade with others to collect the beads that match the color dot
on his or her own name tag. Players do not have to trade one bead for another; they can negotiate and trade in any way
they want. However, they are not allowed to shout out their colors. Encourage then to persevere.
Western Word Scramble
Trapper Trails Council

Surps
Lacoror
Erhos
Dranb
Sdedla
Ester
Slosa
Bocyow
(brand…buffalo…corral…cowboy…horse…lasso…saddle…spurs…steer…wagon).

Gonaw
Uffloba

SNACKS
NOTE: Be aware of food allergies and diet restrictions.
Apple Carrot Salad
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Ingredients:
3 carrots, shredded
½ banana, diced
¼ cup raisins
2 slices canned pineapple, chopped
1 large apple, diced
¼ cup nuts, chopped
½ orange, diced
Dressing: whipped cream, sour cream, honey
Mix salad ingredients well. Mix whipped cream, sour cream, and honey to taste. Pour dressing over the salad. Serve six.
Trail Foods
Simon Kenton Council

Trail foods are simple to make and carry, do not spoil easily, and provide energy without a lot of empty calories.
Apple Sandwiches- Slices of apples with slices of cheese between them. Dip the apple slices in lemon juice to keep them fresh
looking.
GORP "Good Old Raisins and Peanuts" Mix - Equal handfuls of raisins, nuts, and other bite -sized ingredients - small crackers, nonsugary cereal, other dried fruits, coconut chunks, etc. Avoid chocolate, sugars, and excess salt.
Hikers Nosebag - Sort of a sack lunch for the trail. In a plastic bag put an apple, 1/2-cup raisins, and 1/4lb. chunk of cheese, 1/2 cup
of M&M's or other chocolate. Nibble as you go. Use dried apples for more portability.
Honey Bars - Made ahead of the hike and worth every second of it! Try this as a den activity: combine 1/2 cup each or raisins, figs,
dried apricots, and peanuts or almonds. Grind/chop/blend them together. Add 1/2-teaspoon lemon juice and just enough honey to
bind it all together. Form into bars and wrap in aluminum foil. Carry in plastic bags (these are quite sticky if they leak, so double
wrap them!) Substitute ingredients at will.
Birdseed (Sweet version of GORP). Mix equal amounts of sugary cereal, chocolate candies (M&M's do not easily melt on a hike!),
and roasted or honey-roasted nuts. Add graham cracker bits for more crunchiness.
Healthy Snacks - Look in your grocery or health food store for dried fruits (banana chips, papayas, etc.), yogurt-covered nuts or fruit,
and other treats. Some carry bags of mixed treats perfect for trails.
Trail Lunches - Not as cheap as other options, but a fun meal. Combine at least one thing from several categories: Meat/cheese - meat
jerky, hard sausages, pepperoni, hard cheese, protein bars (health food stores); Breads - Melba toast, pilot biscuits, granola bars with
lots of grains, hardtack, other hard/dried breads (not the ones that would mold or go stale); Fruit candy, fruit leather or snacks (make
sure they have lots of real fruit in them); Dairy - yogurt - coated nuts or fruit, hard cheese; Sweets - M&M's or tropical chocolate, hard
candy, most granola or fruit snacks, etc.
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OPENING / FLAG CEREMONIES
Try, Try Again
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Materials: Index card with script for each Cub Scout
CUB SCOUT 1: Perseverance means to keep trying even though we don't succeed the first time.
CUB SCOUT 2: When Thomas Edison set out to make a light bulb, he tried over a thousand different materials
until he found the one that worked.
CUB SCOUT 3: Women's rights groups worked for many years before the Constitution was changed to give
them the right to vote.
CUB SCOUT 4: Many of the discoveries in science and medicine happen only because the discoverer has tired
many times to find the answer.
CUB SCOUT 5: Today we have a flag with 50 stars on it because many people persevered to add states to the
United States.
CUB SCOUT 6: Let us stand and salute the flag.
Circle the Wagons
Trapper Trails Council

Materials: Cubs dressed in pioneer/western costumes
Red wagons or cardboard boxes decorated as covered wagons
Copies of “God Bless America” for all to sing
(Dim the lights in the room. Place the flag in the center front of the room. Have the Cubs enter pulling their
wagons and circle the flag with the wagons while the narrator speaks.)
Narrator: The birds circling high above the Great Plains were buzzards. Proper burials were given to perished
members of the wagon train (on the average, there was a grave every 80 yards from the Missouri to the
Wilhamette Valley. (There was no time to bury the fallen livestock.
The guide rode far ahead, with his rifle across the saddle and his eyes scanning the horizon. At noon, he would
stop the train briefly…no time to unhitch the mules or oxen. The bugle would then sound and the wagons
would roll again. The wagon train had to cover 8 more miles before they camped. As the campfire rose along
the horizon, the spirits of the pioneers would raise, also. Outriders had brought back some prairie hens and a
buffalo, children had found berries, and the women had baked pies. Now…some of the wagons circled, the
livestock grazed and the pioneers sang some of their favorite songs. The Lord was with them, he would see
them through. They were going to a land of milk and honey. Let’s sing as did…”God Bless America”.
PIONEER TRAIL OPENING
CUB 1 The mountain trail is a steep trail and rocky rough and bare.
ALL But most trails are steep trails that get you anywhere.
CUB 2 The mountain trail is a hard trail with pitfalls left and right.
ALL But most trails are hard trail that reach a beckoning height.
CUB 3 So over the rocks we scramble
CUB 4 With never a mind to stop!
ALL And few of us care if it’s a steep trail for thought of the mountaintop!
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AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
Going Down in History
Great Sauk Trail Council
Divide the group into five smaller groups and assign each group one of the words listed below. Read the story. After each of the words is read, pause for the group to
make the appropriate response.

HISTORY-"Way back then" (Hold up both index fingers pointing different ways)
SCOUT-"Be prepared" (Give Scout Sign)
CUB SCOUT-"Do Your Best" (Give Cub Scout sign)
HIKE OR HIKING- "Hi Ho, Hi Ho
CAMP OR CAMPING-"I Think I Hear a Bear!"
This is a story that you won't find in a HISTORY book, but it will bring back memories to many of you who have had a similar
experience. The story is about a CUB SCOUT named Johnny, and his first experience with HIKING and CAMPING. This is how it all
started. It was approaching the birthday of Scouting which is celebrated in February every year, and Johnny's CUB SCOUT Den
Leader had read to the boys a story about the HISTORY of Scouting and how it got started.
Johnny could hardly wait until he was old enough to be a SCOUT, so he asked his mother if he could plan a day of HIKING around
the neighborhood and park, and also a night of CAMPING in their backyard with some of his friends. Mom consented, so Johnny
CUB SCOUT called his friends and they planned it for the next weekend. When the day arrived, Johnny was so proud of himself. He
thought he would someday be a SCOUT who would go down in HISTORY, because he was so well prepared. At least, he thought he
was prepared when the day began. The CUB SCOUT went out to the tent to get the lunches, when he was shocked to find the paperbags and torn paper scattered all over the back yard. Looking around they yard, Johnny saw his dog, Scampy, munching on the last bit
of the sandwiches and looking very contented. "Oh boy," thought Johnny, "I thought I would make a well prepared SCOUT, but I
wasn't prepared for this!"
After new lunches were made, the boys took their HIKE. It was a great success and Johnny CUB SCOUT felt sure that HISTORY had
been made by the record time in which they had accomplished everything that day. But alas! When bedtime arrived, the tent slumped
down in a heap because it had not been put up right, and the sleeping bags were muddy from Scampy's dirty feet, and the batteries in
the flashlights were dead. Johnny CUB SCOUT hung his head and said, "Boy, have I got a lot to learn about the SCOUTS. I sure hope
today's events aren't recorded in HISTORY.
So Johnny learned in one day that he still needed to learn about being a SCOUT before he could perform in a manner which would
make which would make him proud to go down in HISTORY. Later his Den Leader told him that this is what Cub Scouting is for, to
teach boys to do their best and prepare them to become SCOUTS.
Climbing the Mountain
Simon Kenton Council
Divide the group into three smaller groups and assign each group one of the words listed below. Read the story. After each of the words is read, pause for the group to
make the appropriate response.

BOY
I'll get this right!
CHIEF
(hits thighs rhythmically)
MOUNTAIN
Poof, pooff!
Far away in our dry southwestern country is an Indian village, set in front of a high MOUNTAIN, towering up out of the desert. It is
considered a great feat to climb this MOUNTAIN, so that all the BOYS of the village were eager to attempt it. One day the CHIEF
said, "Now BOYS, you may all go today and try to climb the MOUNTAIN. Start right after breakfast, and go each of you as far as
you can. Then when you are tired, come back; but let each BOY bring a twig from the place where he turned.
Away the BOYS went full of hope, each feeling that he surely could reach the top. But soon a small BOY came back, and in his hand
he held a leaf of cactus and gave it to the CHIEF. The CHIEF smiled and said, "My BOY, you did not reach the foot of the
MOUNTAIN; you did not even get across the desert," Later a second boy returned. He carried a twig of sagebrush. "Well," said the
CHIEF, "You got as far as the MOUNTAIN springs." Another came later with some bucks horn. The CHIEF smiled when he saw it
and spoke thus, "You were climbing: you were up to the first slide rock."
Later in the afternoon, one BOY arrived with a cedar spray, and the old CHIEF said, "Well done, you went halfway up." An hour
afterward, a BOY came with a switch of pine. To him the CHIEF said, "Good, you went to the third belt, you made three quarters of
the climb.
The sun was low when the last BOY returned. He was a tall, splendid BOY of noble character. His hand was empty as he approached
the CHIEF but his face was radiant. He said, "My father, there were no trees where I turned back. I saw no twigs, but I saw the
shining sea." Now the old CHIEF'S face glowed too as he said aloud and almost sang. "I knew it! When I looked on your face, I
knew it. You have been to the top. You need no twigs for token. It is written in your eyes and it rings in your voice. My BOY, you
have felt the uplift; you have seen the glory of the MOUNTAIN.
Oh, ye Scouters, keep this in mind, then; the badges we offer for attainment are not prizes. Prizes are things of value taken from
another. Scout badges, though are merely tokens of what you have done, or where you have been.. There are mere twigs from the
trail to show how far you have gotten in climbing the MOUNTAIN.
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ADVANCEMENT & RECOGNITION CEREMONIES
I'm on My Way Advancement
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Materials: Large cards with pictures of the badges of rank. On the back write the script for the boys to read.
Arrangement: One Cub Scout is to represent each rank. Each Cub Scout will step forward and hold up his card for the audience to see
when it is his turn.
BOBCAT: I learned the Cub Scout Promise
To hit a marker 20 feet away!
To become a Bobcat Scout.
To follow, help, and give goodwill
WEBELOS: In the Webelos den, so much to do,
That's what Cub Scouting is all about.
I've always done my best.
TIGER CUB: I worked with my adult partner
Activity badges I'll try to earn,
On five activities with my den.
Like Athlete, Forester, and Naturalist!
Family activities were so much fun
ARROW OF LIGHT: The Oath and Law are memorized,
And a Go See It every now and then.
Graduation day is in sight,
WOLF: Feats of skills were practiced
I'm prepared for what comes ahead,
And making games was fun!
I've earned the Arrow of Light!
Using tools, and planning a meal
CUBMASTER: Now that the ranks have been explained, we
How did I get it done?
would like to recognize the boys in our pack who have earned
BEAR: I never knew the folklore heroes,
those ranks. (Call forward the advancing boys and their parents.
Or was a leader for a day.
Parents present the badges to their sons.)
Or ever learned to throw a rope
These boys worked hard and indeed persevered. Congratulations!
Perspiration
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Arrangement: Place on a table a large pitcher filled with water and labeled “perspiration” and an empty pitcher marked
“achievement.” The perspiration pitcher should not be clear while the achievement pitcher should be a transparent type. This
ceremony may be used for advancement, Tiger Track beads, Arrow Points, activity badges, Academics and Sports awards, and any
other recognition.
CUBMASTER: It's been said that invention is 1 percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration. You must work hard, sweat a lot, and
persevere to reach the goal you've set. Tonight we are going to recognize those boys who persevered. I'm going to call forward the
boys and their parents to share their perspiration with us.
(Call forward award recipients and their parents to present them to their sons. Each boy pours some water from the full pitcher into
the achievement pitcher.)
Wow! That's a lot of perspiration these Cub Scouts have put out to get to where they are tonight! I'm going to set this pitcher full of
achievement in the back so it can be an inspiration for everyone.
AWARDS CEREMONY
Preparation: On large poster boards, have a bike trails or hiking trails drawn or painted.
These could include rivers, bridges, a forest, a park, etc. Attach awards to the backs of bicycles
or backpacks cut from construction paper or cardboard. Place awards on the poster. On
another large board, have word strips with the names of various trails written with a short
description of each trail. Have the boys choose a trail and place it on a large map of the United
States as they each receive their awards.
APPALACHIAN TRAIL
Daniel Boone and some of his friends helped establish this route through the mountains
OREGON TRAIL
From St. Louis to Oregon
MORMON TRAIL
The original Mormon route to Salt Lake City
GILA RIVER TRAIL
From Santa Fe to San Diego, California
CALIFORNIA TRAIL
Follows the Oregon trail as far as South Pass, then on to Sutters Fort (Sacramento, California)
OLD SPANISH TRAIL
From Santa Fe to Los Angeles.
CATTLE TRAILS
Most of the cattle trails originated in Texas; more information is available at your local library
(Potter Bacon Trail, Western Trail, Shawnee Trail, Goodnight-Loving Trail)
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CHEERS / RUN-ONS / JOKES / SKITS
Triumph (BSA): Try, try, try, umph (made loud grunting
SONGS
noise), triumph, persevere!
Brave Pioneers
Wagon master (Trapper Trails Council): twirling imaginary whip
Trapper Trails Council
overhead, shout..YeeHaw! and snap whip down.
(Battle Hymn of the Republic)
Horse cheer (Trapper Trails Council): make the sound of a
galloping horse by slapping your hands against your thighs. Who were the fearless pioneers who helped carve out our
Lone Ranger Cheer (Trapper Trails Council): Hi, Ho Silver,
land.
Away!
Who traveled down the rugged trails they were a fearless
band
Trails, Treks, and Tracks
They braved the weather and the wilds those men and
by Russell Butler
women bold
Simon Kenton Council
Their story should be told.
Cub 1: We are suppose to be learning how to do tracking
(Chorus)
today. Do you guys know how to track?
Buffalo Bill and Daniel Boone, two of the very best
Cub 2: I have never done any tracking.
Zebulon Pike, Kit Carson and Jim Bridger and the rest
Cub 3: Me neither.
Brave pioneers who risked their lives to make this country
Cub 4: I have. I once tracked a wild slimer for six hours.
grand
Cub 1: What happened?
We thank you for our land.
Cub 4: I tracked the slimer north for two hours.
(Chorus)
Cub 2: Then what happened?
Chorus:
Cub 4: Then he turned west and I tracked him for another
Traveling to an unknown land…a very brave and daring
hour.
band
Cub 3: What happened next?
Pioneers, we think you’re grand…for lending us a hand.
Cub 4: For the next three hours the slimer back tracked on
himself, circled around and finally ended up going south.
A Smile Is Quite A Funny Thing
Cub 1: Wow, how far did you end up tracking the wild
Cub Scout Song Book (copyright 1955)
slimer.
(Tune: Auld Lang Syne)
Cub 4: About three feet, snails get really tired after that.
A smile is quite a funny thing,
BUFFALO STORIES
It wrinkles up your face,
Indian Nations Council 1994 Pow Wow Book
And when it's gone you never find
Its secret hiding place.
These are a variation of the popular elephant jokes. They can
be set up with two boys for each "joke".
But far more wonderful it is
Cub 1: How can you tell if a buffalo is under your bedroll?
To see what smiles can do.
Cub 2: The ceiling of your tent is very close.
You
smile at one, he smiles at you,
Cub 3: Did you know buffaloes are originally from Italy?
And
soon one smile makes two.
Cub 4: You mean like in the song " Oh where is the home for
the buffaloes - Rome!
He smiles at someone, since you smile,
Cub 5: What do you find between the hooves of buffaloes?
And then that one smiles back,
Cub 6: Slow buffalo hunters.
And
that one smiles until, in truth,
Cub 7: What do you get when you cross peanut butter with a
You
fail in keeping track.
buffalo?
Cub 8: You either get peanut butter that roams the range or a
And since a smile can do great good
buffalo that sticks to the roof of your mouth.
By cheering hearts of care,
Cub 9: How can you tell a buffalo from a field mouse?
Let's smile and not forget the fact
Cub 10: Try to pick it up. If you can't, it's either a buffalo or
That smiles go everywhere.
a very overweight mouse.
Cub 11: How can you tell a buffalo has been in the
PVC Air Horn – the instructions are on a You Tube video
refrigerator?
“PVC Airhorn.mp4”
Cub 12: His hoof prints are in the jello.
Cub 13: How can you tell when there are two buffaloes in
PVC Native American Flute – instructions are at this link:
your refrigerator?
http://www.ehow.com/how_6653734_make-pvc-nativeCub 14: You can't shut the door.
american-flute.html
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GAMES & ACTIVITIES
Bean Game
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Materials: 20 dried pinto beans for each player
Any number of players can play this game at the same time.
A player picks up one bean with the thumb and forefinger of
his left hand, transfers the bean to the thumb and forefinger
of the right hand, and places it on the back of the left hand.
While still balancing the first bean on the back of the left
hand, the player picks up another bean with the thumb and
forefinger of his left hand, transfers the bean to the thumb
and forefinger of the right hand, and places it on the back of
the left hand. Now he has two beans on the back of his left
hand. Continue until a bean falls off. The object of this
game is to balance as many beans as possible on the back of
the left hand. Set your personal goal and persevere.
For a left-handed player, reverse the hands.
For younger boys, larger beans might be used since small
hands tend to have more trouble with the beans rolling off
the back.
For older boys, smaller beans such as black beans or split
peas might be used.
For a variation, mix beans of different sizes.

Indian Stick Game
Trapper Trails Council

Take three short or long flat sticks. Put a color and or a
design on one side only of each of the sticks. Toss all three
sticks into the air. If one stick lands “colored-side-up, 5
points. (You may substitute points for beans, acorns, or
wampum to be given to thrower from each player.) If two
colored sides land face-up, 10 points are given. If all three
colored sides land face-up, the thrower is the winner and
receives 20 points or items from stock-pile. If non land
face-up, thrower gives each player two of his points or
items.
Donkey Race
Trapper Trails Council

Two boys straddle a broomstick back-to-back. On signal,
one runs forward and the other runs backward for about 50
feet. They then run back to the starting line, but this time
the forward runner becomes the backwards runner. Several
teams may compete at the same time.

Aim for Your Goal

RACE TO SUTTER’S MILL
This course can be run as a timed race by individuals, race
between two teams (one
round at a time), or a relay race.
START
Have one Scout as a miner with a wagon, or another Scout
as a trusted pack horse
instead of the wagon. For a wagon, use a red wagon.
GENERAL STORE
Load supplies (cup, rolled blanket, gold pan--strainer or pie
pan with holes) on the
wagon or horse.
DESERT
Drink a cup of water (and feed horse) from “spring.”
MOUNTAIN CAMP (Have a few logs ready)
1. Unload supplies. 2. Lay logs for fire. 3. Roll out bedroll.
4. Lay down. 5. Get up.
Project: Cub Scout
6. Roll up bedroll. 7. Scatter fire 8. Load supplies.
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012
SUTTER’S MILL
Materials: Paper cup, weight (metal washer, nut, small rock, 1. Unload supplies. 2. Pan for gold (gold painted pebbles
clay, etc.), stiff paper (thin cardboard, file folder, card stock), buried in the sand. Use
markers, tape, scissors, and glue.
“gold pan.”). Have miner find 2 or 3 nuggets (decide ahead
Place a cup on its side and tape the weight inside the cup.
of time).
Now the cup always settles on the weighted side. Cut stiff ASSAYER’S OFFICE
paper in an oval shape so one end of it completely covers the This is the end of the race.
opening of the cup. Draw a picture of yourself standing.
Weigh the gold and give scout a certificate for “authentic
Glue the piece on the opening of the cup such that the
fake gold.”
bottom of the picture is on the same side as the weight.
The picture will always stay upright. Even when it's down, it
always springs back. Just as a Cub Scout should.
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

Materials: Four coat hangers, three balls
Preparation: Bend coat hangers into diamond shapes. Label
each hanger as Wolf, Bear, Webelos, and Arrow of Light.
Suspend the Arrow of Light hanger at the top of the door
frame and secure it with tape. Suspend the next three
hangers on each other with the Wolf hanger at the bottom.
Each boy has three attempts to throw a ball through a hanger.
Score as follows: one point for a ball that went through any
hanger; add one point for a ball that went through the hanger
of the rank higher than the thrower's rank: add one extra
point if the hanger does not move when the ball goes
through. Older boys will have less chance of getting extra
points for higher ranks, but they have better aim than
younger ones. You may have to vary the distance according
tot he age of the boys.
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CLOSING / CUBMASTER’S MINUTE
The past is set in stone. What’s been done is done, and the strongest and smartest people on earth can’t bring it back or
change anything that’s already happened. On the other hand, the future has not been written yet. It is filled with hopes
and dreams. Anything can happen…anything is still possible. However, neither the past nor the future are as important as
the attitude we carry with us.
Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882 American essayist, poet and philosopher) said, “What lies behind us and what lies
before us are small matters compared to what lies within us.” (message from “The Scoutmaster Minute” booklet)
----The Scout Motto is “Be Prepared.” One way to be prepared is to learn to think ahead…and plan for tomorrow while it
still is today. Developing your talents and skills today will result in great rewards in the future. Do things the right way
now to benefit yourselves and others in times to come. As most farmers know…the time to fix a leaky roof is while the
sun is out…and before the next storm arrives…and the time to mend a fence is before the sows get out, not after they are
already gone.
This story shows us an excellent example of what it truly means to be prepared.
Farmer White was unhappy with a man who worked for him on his farm, so he set out for the fair to hire another man.
When he came to the fair…he saw farmers and their wives, dairymaids and strong young farm workers walking up and
down the main throughway. Remembering he need to hire a new farm hand…he began looking for one. He walked up to
an awkward young man…and asked him, “Young fellow…what ‘s your name?” “John”…he replied. Farmer White then
asked, “What do you do?” “I work on a farm,” came the reply. Farmer White continued, ”Do you know anything about
farming?” To this, John said, “Yes sir, I know how to sleep on a windy night.”
The farmer thought to himself…I’ve had far too many farm hands that could sleep on any night. So the farmer went on.
He walked to the fair, talking to this young man and that…but none of them seemed to suit him. Later that day Farmer
White ran into John again…and he asked John the same question and got the same strange answer. Yet there was
something in John’s honest eyes that the farmer liked…something behind what he said that interested him. So Farmer
White finally said, “You are certainly a curious kind of farm hand, but come along to my farm and we’ll see what you can
do.”
John worked away for several weeks. He was a good worker, and he worked hard, but there didn’t seem to be anything
exceptional about. Then one night the wind started up. It gathered itself in gusts on the hills and sent the clouds scurrying
across the sky. It was the kind of wind that would roar through the forest, hammer against the buildings and tear at the
haystacks. It woke Farmer White with a start, and he sat straight up in bed. He knew that wind was the kind of wind that
would bring destruction. Many a time before…a wind like that had come and wrenched the doors off his barns, bowled
over his chicken coops and scattered his hay. He didn’t have a moment to lose. He jumped out of bed, and shouted for
John who was sleeping in the attic. No answer. Farmer White shouted for John again and again…no answer.
He was losing precious minutes. He didn’t have time to run up to the attic and get John: instead…he ran outside to save
what he could before it was too late. As he rushed out into the wild night, he expected to see everything tumble about.
Instead, he found the stable doors safely fastened and the horses safely tethered. The windows were firmly locked, and
the cattle were snug in their stalls. The haystacks were well roped and the ropes were all well pegged. He found the
pigsty secure and the chicken coop firm and all this while the wind tore fiercely around them. Then it came to Farmer
White and he laughed out loud. He now understood how John could sleep on a windy night.
(message from “The Scoutmaster Minute” booklet)

----Our pioneer forefathers found and followed many trails. The Native Americans explored the country first.
European settlers followed. With each new person came new experiences and new challenges.
CUB 1: Our trail is the Cubbing trail!\
CUB 2: Our experience is the fun and adventure of Cub Scouting
CUB 3: Our challenge is to be good Scouts, friends and neighbors.
CUB 4: Our future is to explore the world around us, moving up the trail from Cubs to Webelos and then to Boy
Scouts!
CUBMASTER: Let’s join together in singing “Happy Trails to You.” Circle Ten Council
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Don't Be Afraid to Fail
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

“Don't be afraid to fail. You've failed many times, although you may not remember. You fell down the first time you tried
to walk. Did you hit the ball the first time you swung a bat? Heavy hitters, the ones who hit the most home runs, also
strike out a lot. Babe Ruth struck out 1,330 times, but he also hit 714 home runs. If he didn't try, he couldn't have made
that kind of record. Don't worry about failure but worry about the chances you miss when you don't even try. On the
other hand, we need to be able to recognize when we've done our best, which can be, perhaps, less than what you really
wanted or less than the best of someone else. We should try and try and persevere until we're sure we've done out own
very best!”
Colors of a Rainbow
Boy Scouts of America Roundtable Planning Guide 2011-2012

CUB SCOUT 1: You can find the colors of a rainbow in our pack.
CUB SCOUT 2: Red is the color of the Wolf badge.
CUB SCOUT 3: Orange is the color of the Tiger Cub badge.
CUB SCOUT 4: Yellow is the color of the Arrow of Light.
CUB SCOUT 5: Green is the color of the Bear badge.
CUB SCOUT 6: Blue is found in the Webelos badge.
CUB SCOUT 7: Indigo, the dark blue, is the color of our uniform.
CUB SCOUT 8: Violet is the color of the World Crest we wear on our uniform.
CUB SCOUT 9: It takes both rain and sunshine to make a rainbow. Persevere!
A Boy
Simon Kenton Council

He is a person who is going to carry on what you have started.
He is to sit right where you are sitting, and attend, when you are gone, to those things you think are so important.
You may adopt all the policies you please, but how they will be carried out depends on him.
Even if you have leagues and treaties, he will have to manage them.
He will assume control of our cities, states and nation.
He is going to move in and take over your churches, schools, universities, and nation.
All your work is going to be judged and praised or condemned by him.
Your reputation and your future are in his hands.
All your work is for him; and the fate of the nation and of humanity lies in his hands.
It is well that we pay him some attention.
-----CUBMASTER:

We are America today! As we look down the road Americans have traveled, we see that many of their dreams
have come true. We see the towns they have built, the bridges they have crossed, the mountains they have
climbed. We feel the hardships they endured. We see places where they hammered off the rough edges of
their dreams so we would have a better life today. The pioneers worked out a way of life, a life of personal
freedom that held hope for tomorrow. They made history yesterday – but it is up to us to make it today. This is
our land. Here, men and women of the past lived and worked and died serving great ideals. These ideals were
freedom and justice. None of us here tonight can fail to carry his part of this great dream to his children and to
his children’s children. Our land is rich in material goods, but also in history – in living legends of the people
who left their mark on America. Our own past speaks to us and as we listen we hear the voice of the past saying,
“Hear me now. Courage, endurance and faith built America, and what was built was good. If you build the same
way, the future will also be good.” Lead or have a tape and close with “Taps”. Circle Ten Council
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